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d and explored by implementing them on computers and subjecting them to empirical trials to see what 
they will do. As a consequence, although there is a great deal of mathematical work within the tradition, one 
has very little idea what various Connectionist networks and mechanisms are good for in general. 
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stulating a level of representations with a semantic 4 
. This is an extraordinary view considering the extent to 

h feature analyses in every area of psychology from phonetics 
In fact, the question whether there are ‘sub-conceptual’ features is nemd 

r cognitive architecture is Classical or Connectionist. 
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‘Sometimes, however, even resentationalists fail to a preciate that it is rep~~se~t~tion that distinguishes 
non~ogniiive levels. us, for example, although Smolensky (1988) is 

official answer to the question “ hat distinguishes those dynamical syste 
from those that are not?” makes the mis;ake of appealing to complexity rather than intentionality: “A river 
. . . fails to be a cognitive dynamical system only because it cannot satisfy a large range of goals under a !cFge 

s.” But, of course, that pends on how you individlrate goals atid conditinns; the river that 
sea wants first to get If way to the sea, and then to get hari way more, . . . , and so on; 

quite a lot of goals all told. e real point, of course, is that states that represent goals play a role in the 
etiology of the behaviors of people but not in the etiology of the ‘behavior’ of rivers. 

.Tbat rlsccirnl :~-~hitm-tnwc ran hp imnlrm~mtd in ~~WC&S is neat d&pu@d hy Conncctionists; see for . _I_UY.W.s_ .a..wai.*w-*.m.__ __I. - - _e’_r_‘--’ _.-__ - 
example Rumelhart and McClelland (1986a, p. 118): l ‘.. . one can make an arbitrary computational machine 
out of linear threshold units, including, for example, a machine that can carry out all the cperations necessary 
for implementing a Turing machine; the one limitation is that real biological systems cannot be Turing 
machines because they have finite hardware.“. 
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q’ --. 

.ere IS a different idea, freque ntly encountered in the Connectionist literature, that this one is easily 
confused with: viz., that the distinction between TG~~.__ -~~~~tarities and exceptions is merely stochastic (what makes 
‘l_F?nnr’ _m -- ..Wi.P dII iiicpia; ‘-+---.~r past tense is just that the more frqutvrt construction is the one exhibited by ‘walked’). It 
seems obvious that if this claim is correct it can be readily assimilated to Classical architecture (see Section 4). 



, 

. ---__ 

so we shall adopt one or the other as convcnicnt. 
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tational states and tulating representa- 
p postulate symboh 



lyshyn 

mapping in this case might 
where the function B 

specifies the physica! relation that holds &etween phys 
to physically encode, (or ‘instantiate’) the relation tha 
hand. and the expressions P&Q on the other. 

In using this rule for the example above P and Q would have the values ‘A&B’ and C’ respectively, so 
that the mapping rule would have to be applied twice to pick the relevant physical structures. In 
mapping recursively in this way we ensure that the relation between the expressions ‘A’ and 
composite expression ‘A&B’, is encoded in terms of a physical relation between constituent states that is 
identical (or functionally equivalent) to the physical relation used to encode the relation between expressions 
*A&B’ and C’, and their composite expression ‘(A&B)&C’. This type of mapping is weil known because of 
its USC in Tat-ski’s definition of an interpretation of a language in a model.. The idea of a mapping from symbolic 
expressions to a structure of physical states is discussed in Pylyshyn (1984a, pp. 54-69). where it is referred 
to as an ‘instantiation function’ and in Stabler (198s). where it is called a ‘realization mapping’. 
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. 

2 is excited; see 

“?‘his illustration has not anv particular Connectionist model in mind, though the caricature presented is, 
in fact, a simplified version of tie Ballard (1987) Conncctionist theorem proving system (which actually uses 

ore restricted proof procedure based on the mdjicariort of Horn ciauscs). To sunpiiiy the cxpcisiiio~. VW 
assume a *localist‘ approach, in which each semantically intcrprctcd node corresponds to a single Connectionist 
unit; but nothing rclcvant to this discussion is changed if thcsc nodes actually consist of patterns over a cluster 
of units. 



we 2. e&o 

“This makes the “compositionality” of data structws a defining pro rty of Classical architecture. 
of course, it leaves open the question of the dcgrcc to which narurul languages (like ~Engtkh) are also camp 
Si!iOfiSL 
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symbol tokens (c.g., tokened data structures) 
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as holding among representational states is, by nition, within the ‘cognitive 
that relations that are ‘within-level’ by this mite can count as ?xtweear-levet’ 

revent hierarchies of levels of represen- 



a 
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‘-?he primary use that Connectionists make of microfeatures is in their accounts of generaiization and 

abstraction (see, for example. inton, McClelland, & Rumelhart, 1986). Roughly, you get generalization by 
using overlap of microfeatures to define a similarity space, and you get abstraction by making the vectors that 

d to types be subvectors of the ones that correspond to their tokens. Similar proposals have quite a 
ory in traditional Empiricist analysis; and have been roundly criticized over the centuries. (For a 

discussion of abstractionism see Geach, 1957; that similarity is a primitive relation-hence not reducible to 
partial identity of feature sets-was, of course, a main tenet of Gestalt psychology, as well as more recent 

roaches based on “prototypes”). The treatment of microfeatures in e Connectionist literature would 

appear to be very close to early proposals by Katz and Fodor (1963) and atz and Postal (1964) where both 

the idea of a feature an&ysis of concepts and the idea that relations of semantical containment among concepts 
should be identified with set-theoretic relations among feature arrays are explicitly endorsed. 
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pending to these. 
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2 r an 
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~tcd~ rerrescntations of concepts, theories that acknowl 
tions 0 ts of reprcscntations of concepts togefk wilh 
among representatioms. 

complex symbols define semantic interpreta- 
ficalions of the cons$iticency relations that hoid 



v4
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in cognitivs scicncc 
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Ge a natural map to connectionist modeling.” (p. 7). It is, however, hard to understand the implied contrast 
since, on the one hand, evidential logic must surely be a fairly conservative extension of “the symbolic logic 
of conventional computing’* (i.e., most of the theorems of the latter have to come out true in the former) and, 
on the other,, there is not the slightest reason to doubt that an evidential logic would ‘run’ on a Classical 
machine. Prima facie, the problem about evidential logic isn’t that we’ve got one that we don’t know how to 
implement; it’s that we haven’t got one. 
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_ 

“Compare the “little s’s” “little “mediational” Associationists liks Charles osgood. 



32 1. dor and 
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3. ctivity 

- -. _ _ _.__.- 

**This way of putting th e p roductivity argument is most closely identified with Chomsky (e.g., Chomsky, 
owever, one does not have to rest the argument upon a basic assum$ion of infinite generative 

capacity. Infinite generative capacity can be vicwcd, instead, as a consequence or a corollary of theories 
formulated so as to capture the grcatcst number of generalizations with the fewest indcpendcnt principles. 
This more neutral approach is, in fact, very much in the spirit of what we shall propose below. We are putting 
it in the present form for expository and historical reasons. 
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awamoto (19 iscuss this sort of recursion krietly. Their su stion seems to be that 

doesn’t really require rccovcring their recursive structure: “... the job of the parss 



iG%h respect to right-recursive sentences) is to it out phrases in a way that captures their locad context. Such 
prove sufficient to aiiow to reconstruct the correct bindi 
ases to nearby notms and v~‘rbs” (p. 324; emphasis ours). 

the case that al: e semantically relevant grammatical relations in readily intelligible embedded sentences 
are local in surface structure. Consider: ’ cre did the man who owns the cat that chased the rat that 
frightened the girl say that he was going to move to (X)?’ or ar did the girl that the children loved to listen 
to promise your friends that she would read (X) to them?’ in such examples, a 
(italicized) can be arbitrarily displaced from the position whose ation it controls 
makmg the sentence particularly difficult to understand. Notice too the ‘semantics’ csn’t dctcrmine the 
binding relations in cithct cxamplc. 
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*‘See Pinker (~984. Chapter 4) for evidence that children never go through a stage in which they distinguish 
between the intcrual structures of N s depending on whether they arc in subject or object position; i.e., the 
dialects that children speak are alway* n**.. 
these positions. 

J jYJtcmatic with :cs*~w~ ter the sytiiaciic structures thai CBfi appear in 
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‘“lt may be worth emphasizing that the structural complexity of a mental representation is not the same 
thing as, and dots not follow from, the structural comp!cxity of its propositional content (ix., of what WC?; 
calling “the thought that one has”). Thus, Conncctionists and Classicists can agree to agree that the tlroqltt 
tht P&Q is complex (z!nd has the thought that P among its pacts) while agreeing to disagree about whcthcr 
mental rcprcscntations have internal syntactic structuyc* 



2 ese considerations throw further light on a proposal we discussed in Section 2. Suppose that the mental 
representation corresponding to the thought that John loves the girl is the feature vector {+John-subjecf; 
+loves; +rhe-girr’objectl\ where ‘.Iohn-subject’ and ‘the-girl-object’ are atomic features; as such, they bear no 
more structural relation to ‘John-object’ and ‘the-girl-subject’ than they do to one another or to, say, ‘has-a- 
handle’. Since this theory recognizes no structural relation between ‘John-subjecr’ and ‘.?ohn-object’, f: ofkrs 
30 reason why a repre=efiia*Le*! .~-a-*-- C.“‘,6a‘ 3~31E111 ia,clc F’“’ .-we ____ *ha* *rr~t~pc the means to express one of these concepts should also 
provide the means to express the other. This treatment of role relatibns thus makes a mystery of the (pre- 
sumed) fact that anybody who can entertain the thought that John loves the girl can also entertain the thought 
that the girl loves John (and, mutatis mutandis, that any natural language th-t Q. can express the proposition 
that John loves the girl can also express the proposition that the girl loves John). This consequence of the 
proposal that role relations be handled “y “role specific descriptors that represent the conjunction of an 
identity and a role” (Ninton, 1987) offers a particularly clear cxamplc of how failure to postulate internal 
structure in rcprcscntations leads to failure to capture the systcmaticity of rcprcsentationtrl systems. 
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2%fc arc indcbtcd to Stew inker for this point. 
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re 3. ossible Connection~t netwo 
ws inferences 

aences from 

dge is meant to exclude cases where inferences of the same logical type nevertheless differ in 
of, for example, the length of their prcmiscs. The infe ce from WVB~CLQVE) and 

) to A is of the same logical type as the inference from A nd -B to A. But it wouldn’t 
be very surprising, or very interesting, if there were minds that could handle the second infcrencc but not the 
first. 
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istorical footnote: Connectionists are Associationists, but not every Associationist ho!& that men?a! 
representations must be unstr,,.,.__. _ n*-*aar~ Yume didn’t, for example. Nume thought that mental representations 
are rather like pictures, anrjl pictures typically have a compositional semantics: the parts of a picture of a horse 
are generally pictures of horse parts. 

On the other hand, allowing a compositional semantics for mental representations doesn’t do an As- 
sociationist much good so long as he is true to this spirit of his Associationism. The virtue of having mental 
reprcseutations with structure is that it allows for structure sensitive operations to be defined over them; 
specifically, it allows for the sort of operations that eventuate in productivity and systematicity. Association 
is not: howevcr~ such an operation; all ir can do is build an internal model of rcdun&utcics in cxpcrience by - 
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- 
altering the probabilities of transitions among mental states. So far as the problems of productivity and 
systematicity are concerned, an Associationist who acknowledges structured representations is in the sition 
of having the can but not the opener. 

ume, in fact, cheated: he allowed himself not just Association but also “Imagination”, which he takes 
to an ‘active’ faculty that can produce new concepts out of old parts by a process of analysis and recombi- 
nation. (The idea o unicorn is pieced together out of the idea of a horse an he idea of a horn, for example.) 

me had, of course, no right to active mental faculties ut allowing imagination in gave 
ume precisely what modern Connectionists don’t have: an answer to the question how mentz.! processes can 

be productive The moral is that if you’ve got structured rcpre-r*-*;n - Jb I.UIIVnJ, the :cmp:ation :o postulate structure 
sensitive operations and an CXCCkitiVC to apyiy tncm is practically irresistible. 
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finding is more easil\r explained by an analogy to the way invisible iak 
fades of its own accord . . .: with invisible ink, the representation itself is 
doing something-there is no separate processor working over it . . . . 

inton, 1986, pp. 3-9). 
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“Even in the case of a conventional computer, whether it should be viewed as executing a serial or a 
parallel algorithm depends on w!tak virtual machine’ is being considered in the case in question_ _After all, a 
VAX cm be used to simulate (i.e,, to implement) a virtual machine with a parallel architecture. In that case 
the relevant algorithm would be a parallel one. 

“There are, in fact, a number of different mechanisms of neural interaction (e.g., the “locai interactions” 
akic, 1975). Moreover, a large number of chemical processes take place at the dendrites, 

covering a wide range of time scales, so even if dendritic transmission were the only relevant mechanism, we 
still wouldn’t know what time scale to use as our estimate 9f ncura’l action in general (sec. for example, Black, 
1986). 
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ctive 
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__-I___________._ __ 

in 
ta 

nectionist network by first implcnaent- 
between networks as arc itecturcs and as implemcn- 



‘-9he P esearch Group views s goal as being “to replace the ‘computer metaphor’ as a model of the 
mind with the ‘brain metaphor’ . ..” melhart & McClelland, 1986a, Ch. 6, p. 75). But the issue is not at 
all which metaphor we should adopt; metaphors (whether ‘computer’ or ‘brain’) tend to be a license to take 
one’s claims as something less than serious hypotheses. As ylyshyn (1984a) points out, the claim that the 
mind has the architecture of a Classical computer is not a metaphor but a literal empirical hypothesis. 
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lelland maintain that 

ostulation of diffe 
style” theorizing. 
Connectionism is 
promise a ‘*new theory of the mind” 
empirical question whether the hcuri 
have already commented on our view of the rcccnt histary of this attempt. 
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e features, some of the 

machine even when executing the identical program. 
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Cet article etudie les differences entre modkles connectionistes et m les classiqucs de la structure cognitive. 
nce d’etats mentaux reprbentationnels, 

nt l’existence d’un niveau de representa- 
c’est-&dire d’etats representationnels posskdant une structure 

ensuite differents arguments qui militent en faveur de I’existence 
riCt&. Pertains de ces arguments repent sur la “systematicite” 

e fait que les capacids cognitives exhibent toujours certaines 
r certaines pen&es implique la capacite d’entretenir d’autres 
que. Nous pensons que ces arguments montrent de maniere 

ure de I’esprit/du cerveau n’est pas connectioniste au niveau cognitif. Nous nous 
sme comme une analyse des structures 

elles est realiske I’architecture cognitive 
ement en defense du connectionisme, et 

cette interpretation. 


